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Ren is a young gryfess on the verge of initiation into the Dawn Spire pride. She
comes from a distinguished line of huntresses, and is expected to follow in their
path. Unfortunately, the only thing Ren is interested in hunting is knowledge.
When her curiosity over a mysterious discovery costs her the initiation hunt, her
mother banishes her from the family den. Devastated, Ren is determined to
redeem herself. Her chance comes when she takes part in an exchange of young
gryfons and journeys to the Silver Isles. Instead of adventure and fellowship, Ren
and the others find a pride suffering strange calamities, and a deadly, sweeping
illness that has driven them from their home island. Gryfons are dying, and Ren
sets out to find answers. She thinks the disasters and the illness might be
connected to her discovery at home, and if she’s right, she could save the pride.
But if she's wrong, they will all pay the price.
Traditional Chinese edition of Paper Towns by John Green, a science fiction
thriller. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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Traditional Chinese edition of Fallen - a youth romance of a supernatural sort. In
Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Backpacker brings the outdoors straight to the reader's doorstep, inspiring and enabling
them to go more places and enjoy nature more often. The authority on active
adventure, Backpacker is the world's first GPS-enabled magazine, and the only
magazine whose editors personally test the hiking trails, camping gear, and survival tips
they publish. Backpacker's Editors' Choice Awards, an industry honor recognizing
design, feature and product innovation, has become the gold standard against which all
other outdoor-industry awards are measured.
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Adventure, romance, and laughter: escape to Shifting Sands Resort! Set at a tropical
luxury resort for shifters only, this quirky, fan-favorite series is a romance thrill ride with
humor and heart. Each book weaves into a compelling mystery about the island and the
secrets that it's hiding... A woman new to being an otter shifter finds a handyman who
can fix her broken soul, a dragon with a deep shame finds a mermaid with the song of
his heart, and a beast finds a beauty to love. Come for the hot sand and cold drinks,
stay for the love and laughs. This volume includes the novels Tropical Lynx's Lover
Tropical Dragon Diver Tropical Panther's Penance as well as three short stories and
one holiday novella. This omnibus edition is in the author's preferred reading order.
Takomiad of Surazeus - Goddess of Takoma presents 125,667 lines of verse in 2,590
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poems, lyrics, ballads, sonnets, dramatic monologues, eulogies, hymns, and epigrams
written by Surazeus 1984 to 1992.
Reviews movies that are available on DVD or tape. Each entry includes title, alternate
title, one-to four-bone rating, year released, MPAA rating, brief review, length, format,
country of origin, cast, technical personnel, awards and made-for-television/cable/video
designations.
Mother Jones is an award-winning national magazine widely respected for its groundbreaking
investigative reporting and coverage of sustainability and environmental issues.
From classroom aids to corporate training programs, technical resources to self-help guides,
children's features to documentaries, theatrical releases to straight-to-video movies, The Video
Source Book continues its comprehensive coverage of the wide universe of video offerings
with more than 130,000 complete program listings, encompassing more than 160,000 videos.
All listings are arranged alphabetically by title. Each entry provides a description of the
program and information on obtaining the title. Six indexes -- alternate title, subject, credits,
awards, special formats and program distributors -- help speed research.
Mom, I am so bored! His mom replied: Go on and find something to do! Thus, a not so boring
story starts... What is boring? Will a bug get bored? Will the carrots on the plate get bored?
This is the best boring game! Everyone gets bored. Let's use this book to talk about what is
boring and guide them to accept their emotions.
Since 1973, TEXAS MONTHLY has chronicled life in contemporary Texas, reporting on vital
issues such as politics, the environment, industry, and education. As a leisure guide, TEXAS
MONTHLY continues to be the indispensable authority on the Texas scene, covering music,
the arts, travel, restaurants, museums, and cultural events with its insightful recommendations.
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Gothiniad of Surazeus - Oracle of Gotha presents 150,792 lines of verse in 1,948
poems, lyrics, ballads, sonnets, dramatic monologues, eulogies, hymns, and
epigrams written by Surazeus 1993 to 2000.
Outcasts from two different worlds... Dragons are meant to be creatures of fire
and fury, not salt water and mercy. But Bastian isn't an ordinary dragon.Shunned
by his warrior family, he guards golden beaches instead of a golden hoard. But
when he rescues a beautiful, mysterious woman from stormy waves, he finally
finds something worth fighting for. She's the treasure he's been longing for... so
why does she insist that his feelings are false? Saina only meant to use her siren
song to enthrall the handsome, gentle lifeguard long enough to heal and escape.
But now he wants to keep her forever. Even worse, she wants to stay... Contains
steamy scenes between a sultry Indian heroine and the gorgeous lifeguard who
would do anything to help her. If you're looking for an action-filled, paranormal,
multicultural romance, pick up a copy of Tropical Dragon Diver today! TROPICAL
DRAGON DIVER is a standalone in the epic, addictive Shifting Sands Resort.
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Every novel is a gripping love story with a satisfying happy ending... but once you
start reading, you'll want to know all the secrets of this gorgeous tropical escape
and the fascinating shifters who live there. One-click today to get started! Fans
are raving about this unique series: ????? 'This whole series is full of humor,
suspense and a wide variety of people/animals to keep you coming back for the
next book.' ????? 'If only there was a resort like this I would book my one way
ticket today!' ????? 'I really love this series. The characters are interesting and
the stories are wonderful.' ????? 'One more great book in my favorite series.
Can't wait for the next one.' ????? 'Can't wait to see what Zoe brings to the
Shifting Sands Resort next!' ????? 'This is a Shifting Sands book, I knew it would
be good.' ????? 'Man! This series has been SO fun!' ????? 'This series is a gem
and I'm delighted to recommend it to others.'
The diversity, quantity and vitality of fish life in the seas that bathe the Galapagos
archipelago is every bit as dramatic as the exotic wildlife above! Completely
updated with many new photos added. A much improved identification book for
one of the world's natural underwater wonders. If you are even thinking of diving
the Galapagos this beautiful, comprehensive fish identification guide is a must.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune
and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With
award-winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater
and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the
energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an
idea.
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